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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the research of neural networks as applied in equity forecast�
ing in an emerging market such as the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange�KLSE��
Backpropagation neural networks are used to capture the relationship between
the technical indicators and the levels of the KLSE index over time� The exper�
iment shows that useful predictions can be made without the use of extensive
market data or knowledge� In fact� a signi�cant paper pro�t can be achieved by
purchasing indexed stocks in the respective proportions� The paper� however�
also discusses the problems associated with technical forecasting using neural
networks� such as the choice of �time frames	 and the �recency	 problems�

KEY WORDS� Neural Network� Financial Analysis� Emerging Equity Market�
Prediction

�� Introduction

Equity has long been considered a high return investment �eld� The major
forecasting methods used in the �nancial area are either technical or fundamen�

tal� Due to the fact that stock markets are a�ected by many highly interrelated
economic� political and even psychological factors� interaction among these indi�
cators became very complex� Therefore� it is generally very di�cult to forecast
the movement in the stock market�

Classical statistical techniques for forecasting reach their limitation in appli�
cations with nonlinearities in the data set��� Neural networks have been shown
to be able to decode nonlinear time series data which adequately describe the

characteristics of stock markets��
Stock market prediction has been a research topic for many years�� There

are two important hypotheses� for the possibility of forecasting� the random
walk hypothesis and the e�cient market hypothesis� The research done here

would be considered a violation of these hypotheses for short term trading ad�
vantages in one of the most important emerging markets� which is considered
by some Malaysian researchers such as Yong �� �� to be �less random� than the
mature markets� In fact� the stock market price movements of United States�

and Japan� have been shown to conform to the weak form of the e�cient mar�
ket hypothesis� which states that no investor can achieve trading advantages



based on historical stock market price and volume information� Solnik�� stud�

ied 	
� stocks from eight major European stock markets and indicated that
these European stock markets exhibited a slight departure from the random
walk� However� all these studies were conducted at di�erent points of time and
in di�erent time intervals� It is therefore hard to conclude that even the weak

form of the e�cient market hypothesis is supported in any market at all times
and under all circumstances�

This paper begins with the general discussion on the possibilities of equity

forecasting in an emerging market� It is followed by a section on neural networks�
Subsequently� a section is devoted to a case study on the equity forecasting in
one of the largest emerging markets� pointing to the promises and problems of
such an experiment� Finally� a conclusion which also discusses areas for future

research is included at the end of the paper�

�� Neural Network and Equity Forecasting

Nowadays� traders no longer rely on a single indicator to provide informa�

tion about the future trends of markets� They use a variety of indicators to
obtain multiple signals� Neural networks are often trained by both technical
and fundamental indicators to produce trading signals� Fundamental and tech�
nical analysis could be simulated in neural networks� For fundamental meth�

ods� retail sales� gold price� industrial production index� and foreign currency
exchange rate etc� could be used as inputs�� For technical methods� the delayed
time series data together with the technical indicators such as moving averages�
stochastics� relative strength index etc� could be used as inputs� In this paper�

backpropagation neural networks�� are used to predict the daily prices of Kuala
Lumpur Stock Exchange Composite Index �KLSE in short�

A neural network is a collection of interconnected simple processing ele�
ments� Every connection of neural network has a weight attached with it� The

units in the network are connected in a feedforward manner� from the input
layer to the output layer� The weights of connections have been given initial
values� The error between the predicted output value and the actual value is

backpropagated through the network for the updating of the weights� This is a
supervised learning procedure that attempts to minimize the error between the
desired and the predicted outputs� The output value for a unit j is given by
the following function�

Oj � G�
mX
i	�

wijxi � �j ��

Where xi is the output value of the ith unit in a previous layer� wij is the weight

on the connection from the ith unit� �j is the threshold� and m is the number



of units in the previous layer� The G� is a sigmoid function�

G�z �
�

� � ez
�	

The G� is a commonly used activation function for time series prediction in

backpropagation networks� ��
A typical backpropagation neural network is used to capture the relationship

between the stock prices of today and the future� The relationship can be

obtained through a group of mappings of constant time interval� Assume that ui
represents today�s price� vi represents the price after ten days� If the prediction
of a stock price after ten days could be obtained using today�s stock price� then
there should be a functional mapping from ui to vi� where

vi � �i�ui �


Using all �ui� vi pairs of historical data� a general function �� which consists
of �i� could be obtained�

v � ��u ��

More generally� �u which consists of more information in today�s price could be
used in function ��� Neural networks can simulate all kinds of functions� so

they also can be used to simulate this �� function� The �u is used as the inputs
of the neural network�

There are �ve major steps in the neural network based forecasting� First�
the information that could be used as the inputs and outputs of neural network

is collected� Second� these data are normalized and scaled in order to reduce
the �uctuation and noise� Third� a neural network model that could be used
to capture the relationship between the data of inputs and outputs is built�

Fourth� variations of the models� i�e�� di�erent models and con�gurations with
di�erent training� validation and testing data sets are invested� Finally� the
best model measured by out�of�sample hit rates� for example� is chosen for use
in forecasting�

�� A Case Study on the Forecasting of the KLSE Index

The KLSE is calculated on the basis of �� major Malaysian stocks� It is
capitalization�weighted by pa�asche formula and has a base level of ��� as of

����� It may be regarded as the Malaysian Dow Jones Index� As of March �
�
����� ��	 companies have been listed� It has only ten years of history� so there
are not enough fundamental data that could be used for forecasting� Besides�
the KLSE is considered a young and speculative market� where investors tend

to look at price movements� rather than the fundamentals�



Hence� in this paper� a mixed technical method was adopted which takes

not only the delayed time series data as inputs but also the technical indicators�
Neural networks are trained to approximate the thinking and behavior of some
stock market traders� Di�erent indicators are used as the inputs to a neural
network and the index of stock is used to supervise the training process� in

order to discover implicit rules governing the price movement of KLSE� Finally�
the trained neural network is used to predict the future levels of the KLSE
index�

The technical analysis method is used commonly to forecast the KLSE index�
the buying and selling point� turning point� and the highest� lowest point etc�
When forecasting by hand� di�erent charts will be used by analysts in order to
predict the changes of stocks in the future� Neural networks could be used to

recognize the patterns of the chart and the value of index�

���� Data Choice and Pre�processing

The daily data from Jan 
� ���� to Oct ��� ��������� data sets are used

on the �rst trial� These data are preprocessed to be used in the prediction of
the daily indices�

Technical analysts usually use indicators to predict the future� The major
types of indicators are moving average�MA�� momentum�M�� Relative Strength

Index�RSI� and stochastics��K�� and moving average of stochastics��D�� These
indicators can be derived from the real stock composite index� The target for
training the neural network is the actual index�

The inputs of the neural network model are It��� It�MA��MA���MA��� RSI�

M� �K and �D� The output is It
�� Here It is the index of t�th period� MAj

is the moving average after j�th period� and It�� is the delayed time series� For
daily data� the indicators are calculated as mentioned above� Other indicators
are de�ned as follows�

M � CCP �OCP ��

where
CCP � Current closing price
OCP � Old closing price for a predetermined period �� days

RSI � ��� �
���

� � ��Positive Changes
��Negative Changes

��

�K �
CCP � L�

H�� L�
��� ��

where

L� � the lowest low of the past � days



H� � the highest high of the past � days

�D �
H


L

��� ��

where

H
 � the three day sum of �CCP � L�
L
 � the three day sum of �H� � L�

Indicators can help traders identify trends and turning points� Moving av�
erage is a popular and simple indicator for trends� Stochastic and RSI are some
simple indicators which help traders identify turning points�

In general� the stock price data have bias due to di�erences in name and

spans� Normalization can be used to reduce the range of the data set to values
appropriate for inputs to the activation function being used� The normalization
and scaling formula is�

y �
	x � �max�min

max� min
��

Where
x is the data before normalizing
y is the data after normalizing�

Because the index prices and moving averages are in the same scale� so the
same maximum and minimum data are used to normalize them� The max is
derived from the maximum value of the linked time series� and the same applies
to the minimum�

��	� Measurements of Neural Network Training

The Normalized Mean Squared Error �NMSE� is used as one of the measures
to decide which model is better� It can evaluate and compare the predictive
power of the models� The de�nition of NMSE is�

NMSE �

P
k�xk � �xk�P
k�xk � �xk�

���

where the xk and �xk represent the actual and predicted values respectively� and

the �xk is the mean of xk� Other evaluation measures include the calculation of
the correctness of signs and gradients� Sign statistics can be expressed as

Sign �

P
sk
N

���



where N represents the number of patterns in a testing set and sk is a segment

function which can be expressed as�

sk �

���
��

� xk�xk � �
� xk � �xk � �
� otherwise

��	

Here Sign represents the correctness of signs after normalization� Similarly�

directional change statistics can be expressed as

Grad �

P
gk
N

��


where

gk �

���
��

� ��xk
� � xk � �
� �xk
� � xk��xk
� � xk � �
� otherwise

���

NMSE is one of the most popularly used measurements� It represents the �t

between neural network predictions and actual targets� However� a prediction
that follows closely the trend of the actual target would also result in a low
NMSE� For pattern recognition� it is a very important signal� But for trading
in the context of time series analysis� this may not be the case� The study done

by the authors show that Grad is a better indicator of the quality of forecasting
for trading purposes� Grad can show how good the forecast trend is� which is
very useful for trading purposes� Similarly� when the inputs are the changes of
levels instead of the actual levels� then Sign also points to the accuracy of the

forecast trends� and therefore it could be useful for trading�

���� Nonlinear Analysis of the KLSE Data

The mean� variance and standard deviation of KLSE index are 
�
��
�

�������� and �		��� respectively� Figure � shows the graph of the KLSE index
represented as logarithmic return ln�It
��It for the de�ned period� where It is
the index value at time t� It shows that the data is very noisy which makes
forecasting very di�cult�

The rescaled range analysis�R�S analysis� is able to distinguish a random
series from a non�random series� irrespective of the distribution of the underlying
series� In this paper� it is used to detect the long�memory e�ect in the KLSE

time series over a time period� R can capture the maximum and minimum
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cumulative deviations of the observations xt of the time series from its mean

��� and it is a function of time �the number of observations N�

RN � max�xt�N �min�xt�N ���

where

xt�N �
NX
t	�

�xt � �� t � �� �� ���

The R
S ratio of R and the standard deviation S of the original time series
can be estimated by the following empirical law� R�S � N H when observed for
various N values� For some values of N� the Hurst exponent can be calculated

by�
H � log�R�S�log�N� � � H � �� ���

and the estimate of H can be found by calculating the slope of the log
log graph

of R
S against N using regression�
The value of Hurst exponent was found be �������� which denotes long�

memory e�ect in time series� Hence� there exist possibilities for conducting
time series forecasting in the KLSE data�

���� Model Building

Usually one third of the collected data is used for testing and two thirds of the
data for training� Two �fths of the testing data is used for validation� A model

is considered good if the error for out�of�sample testing is the lowest compared



with the other models� If the trained model is the best one for validation and

also the best one for testing� one can assume that it is a good model for future
forecasting�

The data are chosen and segregated in time order� In other words� the data
of the earlier period are used for training� the data of the later period are used

for validation� and the data of the latest time period are used for testing� This
method may have some recency problems� Using the above rule� the neural
network is only trained using data up till the end of ����� In forecasting the

index after November ����� the neural network is !forced� to use knowledge up
till ���� only� Hence� another method where the data are randomly chosen is
designed to circumvent this problem�

After experimenting with the choice of data� a very good testing result may

not predict well� On the other hand� a model which is trained with randomly
chosen data may predict well even with average testing results�

The main consideration when building a suitable neural network for the
�nancial application is to make a trade�o� between convergence and generaliza�

tion� It is important not to have too many nodes in the hidden layer because this
may allow the neural network to learn by example only and not to generalize��

According to Beale and Jackson�� a network with one hidden layer can model
any continuous function� Depending on how good we want to approximate our

function� we may need tens� hundreds� thousands� or even more neurons� In
practice� people would not use one hidden layer with a thousand neurons� but
prefer more hidden layers with fewer neurons doing the same job� Of course

there is probably no perfect rule of thumb and the best thing to do is to use
a cross validation set to obtain the optimal generalization point� An iterative
process is adopted beginning with one node in a hidden layer and working up
until a minimum error in the test set is obtained�

The models constructed have con�gurations such as ��
��� ������ ������ ��

�	��� ��
��� ������ ������ and ����
��� For the �ve inputs� It�MA��MA��� RSI

and M are used� For the six inputs� It��� It�MA��MA��� RSI and M are used�
The best results for di�erent models using daily data are shown in the Table ��

The �K and �D indicators have been found to be less sensitive for training in
this case� The �ve�input�models and six�input�models show the best results in
the experiments�

Figure 	 is the result of the prediction using out�of�sample testing data�

Using NMSE as a measure� the ��
�	�� model is the best� However� the �����
model delivers the best gradient prediction correctness� and the ����
�� model
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Table �� The Best Results for Six Di�erent Models � Arch� architecture of the
neural network" �� learning rate" 	� momentum rate" Max Err � maximum
error for one pass thru the whole training set" NMSE� normalized mean squared
error" Grad� correctness of gradients" and Sign� correctness of signs�
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gives the best prediction in terms of sign�

���� Limitations and Trade Os

A very small NMSE does not necessarily imply good generalization� In fact�
the choice of the testing criteria� be it NMSE� or sign� or gradient� depends on

the trading strategies� In the stock market� the gradient is very important for
traders� Sometimes� they even need not know what the actual level of the index
is�

The sum of the NMSE of the three parts of data �training� validation and

testing must be kept small� not just the training NMSE� Sometimes having
small NMSEs for testing and validation is more important than having small
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Table 	� Paper Pro�t for Di�erent Models � Return��� Annual Return using
Entire Data Set� Return�	� Annual Return using Out of Sample Daily Data
Set

NMSE for training�
Further� better testing results are demonstrated in the period near the end

of the training sets� This is a result of the !recency� problem� There should

be some recency trade o�s� One shouldn�t say it�s the best model unless one
has tested it� but once one has tested it one has not trained the model enough�
Also� the hit rate depends on the time frame chosen for out�of�sample testing�
Generalization of the predictability of the market trends to other time period

is still di�cult� In other words� the neural network model may work well in
forecasting the market trends in certain period of time only�

���� Simulated Pro�ts

As mentioned earlier� the evaluation of the model depends on the strategy
of the traders or investors� To simulate these strategies� a small program was
developed� Assume that a certain amount of seed money is used in this program�
The seed money is used to buy a certain amount of indexed stocks in the right

proportion when the prediction shows a rise in the stock price� To calculate the
pro�t� the major blue chips in the KLSE index basket are bought or sold at
the same time� To simplify the calculation� assume that the aggregate price of
the major blue chips is the same as the KLSE index� A method used is to buy

the stock with the price of index from the point that neural network predicts
the stock price will rise� And then the !stock� will be held at hand till the next
turning point that neural network predicts� The results obtained are shown in
Table 	� The best return based on the out of sample prediction is obtained

with the ����
�� model using the above simulation method� The annual return
rate is approximately 	�� � If the prediction generated by the entire training
and testing data is used� then the annual return rate would be approximately

��� �



Transaction cost will be considered in real trading� In this paper� �� of

transaction cost was included in the calculation� In some stock markets� the
indices are traded in the derivative markets� However� the KLSE index is not
traded anywhere� Therefore the indexed stocks were bought or sold in propor�
tional amounts in this paper� In a real situation� this might not be possible as

some indexed stocks may not be traded at all on some days� Besides� the trans�
action cost of a big fund trading� and thus a�ecting the market prices was not
taken into consideration in the calculation of the �paper pro�t� or simulated

pro�t� To be more realistic� a certain amount of transaction cost would have to
be included in the calculation�

There are two benchmarks for the simulated pro�t� Benchmark � is passive

investment method which uses the seed money to buy the index on the �rst day
of testing period�July 
�� ���� and sell it on the last day of this period�Oct ���
����� The annual return for Benchmark � is �������� Benchmark 	 is to save
the seed money at the beginning and withdraw it at the end earning interest�

The annual return for benchmark 	 is ������ The two returns are calculated as
follows�

Return � �

�
index	

index�

� ��

n

� � ���

where
index� � index on �rst testing day
index	 � index on last testing day
n� No� of months in testing period

Return 	 �

�
� Oct ��Y
j	Jul ��

�
� �

intj
�	

	
�
��

n

� � ���

where
intj � interest rate in jth month of testing period

�� Conclusion

The performance of several backpropagation neural networks applied to the
problem of predicting the KLSE stock market index was evaluated� The delayed

index levels and some technical indicators were used as the inputs of neural
networks� while the current index level was used as output� With the prediction�
signi�cant paper pro�ts were obtained for a chosen testing period of 
�� trading
days in �������� Besides� the experiments showed that useful prediction could

be made without the use of extensive market data or knowledge�



There are four challenges beyond the choice of either technical or fundamen�

tal data for using neural network to forecast the stock prices� First� the inputs
and outputs of the neural networks have to be determined and preprocessed�
Second� the types of neural networks and the activation functions for each node
have to be chosen� Third� the neural network architecture based on the exper�

iment with di�erent models has to be determined� Finally� di�erent measures
to evaluate the quality of trained neural networks for forecasting have to be
experimented with�

The same mixed technical analysis was also applied to weekly data� However�
the results were not as impressive as those obtained using the daily data� This
is attributed to the high volatility of the KLSE market�

The signi�cance of this research is as follows�

� It showed how a 	�� annual return could be achieved by using the dis�
cussed model� The annual return for passive investment and bank saving

were ������� and ����� respectively for same period of time� Thus�
the results showed that there is practical implication for an index linked
fund to be set up in the cash market or for the index to be traded in the
derivative market�

� It highlighted the problems associated with neural network based time
series forecasting� Such problems are� for instance� the fact that

� the hit rate is a function of the time frame chosen for the testing sets"

� generalizability of the model over time to other period is weak"

� there should be some recency trade o�s�

For future research� a comparison with conventional forecasting methods
should be made to assess the e�cacy of neural networks in time series fore�

casting� To improve neural networks� capabilities in forecasting� a mixture of
technical and fundamental factors as inputs over di�erent time periods should be
considered� Sensitivity analysis should be conducted which can provide pointers
to the re�nement of neural network models� Last but not least� the characteris�

tics of emerging markets such as KLSE should be further researched to facilitate
better modeling of the market using neural networks� The forecasting results
can then be applied to the trading of index linked stocks under consideration
of transaction costs�
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